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we r loving the layout and the amount of entries available (600!!!). the NOTES section is small,
which means you need to have a simple Organization system and nomenclature to recall things.the
travel fee box is a great little add on that i have not seen in other journals. One thing i would add is
Page #. Journal entries are numbered of course but I like to know what Page a journal entry is, and
put that on my notarizations. Assists in accurately detailing a line entry for Court purposes. Thanks
for a great journal!!! my next one, will be this puppy also!

bought this for my wife , she just got her notary seal , she used the book for the first time the other
day she said it was great , had all the info she needed to write on the book , might have some extra
info that you might not need but still its better safe than sorry , she like the book , i would recomend
any body buying this

FYI, this is in a LARGE ENTRY FORMAT. I was used to ordering the 4 entries per page. Since this
is in a LARGE FORMAT, there are only 2 entries per page. I still rate this 5 stars because it
accomplishes what I like but if you are looking 600 entries per book then this is not the book for you.
This only has a total of 250 entries.

This is exactly what I was looking for. A very detailed log of what I notarize. At the pace I'm going, it
will take years to fill this up.

The look and feel of this journal is a bit clunky and cheap. It's not difficult to use, but I sort of wish I
would have paid more money for a better quality item. This one is just not quite what I expected. It
arrived in a very timely manner, it's just not exactly what I expected based on the pictures.

Nice journal for keeping required record of your Notary transactions. Professional looking and
complete. Would purchase again when needed in the future.

Overall I really like this journal. The boxes are smaller than I am used to but there is a place for all
info I could possibly need to enter. I really like that I can do 600 entries!!! This will save me money :)

This is a soft cover journal for notary public's to track signatures and identification. The cells to enter
signatures for both signers and witnesses are very small and not an adequate size for anyone with
"bigger" handwriting or even longer names. It tracks all of the right information, just not enough room
to legibly write it in. This journal would have been much easier to use if were printed in landscape
rather than portrait in size. Otherwise, it meets all of my needs. The price was right and the shipping
time was great.
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